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It gives me immense pleasure to share my views
on “ILLUMINA”, an e-magazine from the
Department of Physiology structured by 3rd

Semester Physiology General students.
In Surendranath College, we always try our best
to make education more enjoyable with learning
and gaining experience by doing. I firmly
believe that every child has the potential to
achieve excellence.
ILLUNINA is a blend of traditional insight of
festival of light and the proper understanding to
enjoy it. I must congratulate the mentor and her
team for their endeavour. I extend my best
wishes.

- Dr. Indranil Kar

Dr. Indranil Kar

[ Principal, Surendranath

College ]



I am glad to know that Department of Physiology,

Surendranath College is going to publish the first issue of

another e-magazine ILLUMINA with their 3rd Semester

General students on a very relevant theme "light and

crackers used in Diwali and their adverse effects on human

health". It is really a nice gesture by the department to

incorporate general students in such creative pursuits. I do

sincerely appreciate the effort put in by all the faculty

members specially Mallika and those 3rd Semester

students from general stream to publish this valuable issue.

Hope to see many more issues of ILLUMINA in future.

I believe all the readers will utterly enjoy reading this

issue.

Happy reading to all!

Best Wishes,

- Dr. Suchandra Chatterjee

Dr. Suchandra Chatterjee

[ IQAC Co-ordinator ]



Covid-19 and the associated lung inflictions made us think about

the deteriorating air that we inhale .Lung immunity is a serious

concern nowadays with respiratory infections on the rise. We all

depend on air for our oxygen demands. Needless to mention that

the aged, the patients suffering from lung conditions like asthma

are seriously affected after the festive season not only because of

air quality but also in terms of noise created by bursting crackers.

Numerous accidents also do happen and the already burdened

health infrastructure can be saved with a little constraint and

refrain. Spreading love and happiness in the festivals with a

connect and concern for others will not only contribute to human

kind but also benefit others whom we share the world with the

animals, birds and pets .Our earth is a heavenly planet and we are

blessed with a human life with our sensibilities. Lets not transgress

from our values and make this planet a friendly happier place to

live in . In the words of our famous poet Sukanto Bhattacharya :

Subharajit Banerjee

[HOD, Department of 
Physiology]

- Subharajit Banerjee

“ এ বিশ্বকে এ বিশুর িাসক াগ্য েকর  াি আবি-

নিজাতকের োকে এ আিার দৃঢ় অঙ্গীোর। “



All students of Surendranath College are unique. They are a
very talented lot and have lots of potential in them . We try to
find out such talents and groom them properly. We, the
teachers of the Physiology department always motivate our
students to participate in different extracurricular activities
like games, quizzes, creative writing ,seminars, debates ,
cultural programs etc , apart from their studies. Some students
of Sem-3 Physiology (general) expressed their interest to bring
out an e-magazine "ILLUMINA" in this festive season.
Through this magazine they have tried to give our society a
small message as to how we can celebrate our Kali Pujo and
Diwali festivals safely without hampering our health and the environment at large . They
have really worked hard and tried their level best to prepare this magazine. Being a
mentor, I feel proud of their initiative in this regard to spread such awareness in
our society. We cordially request all readers to go through it and give their valuable
remarks. It will encourage them further to contribute towards a greener planet.

Education is the most powerful weapon that you can use to change the world 
-Nelson Mandela

Mallika Bhattacharjee

- Mallika Bhattacharjee



Keeping in mind the current pandemic scenario the students of Physiology Department

[Physiology General – 3rd Semester] have published the first issue of our e-magazine,

“ILLUMINA”. Every single member of this team has showcased their creative abilities,

through articles, and pictures and made it possible to make this magazine. The present

edition of "ILLUMINA" (2020-21) includes sections based on the worship of

Goddess Kali and the festival of Diwali, along with the various current environmental

stresses that follow this festival. This magazine was published under the able guidance

of our mentor and respected teacher MALLIKA BHATTACHARJEE, who was the

backbone to this project and provided all the necessary help whenever needed.

The readers are welcome to connect to us and place any demands for any particular

topic that they want us to integrate and make this e-magazine even better for the next

issue.
Editted by :

Sayak Das, Sharadsree Banerjee, Shidhanta Kumar Das

B.Sc Physiology (General)

3rd Semester 
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Kali Puja is one of the most significant
festivals of Bengal and is celebrated with
great pomp and show. On this day Kali
Maa is worshipped and offered a number
of bhog items. Maa Kali's favourite
flower is said to be red hibiscus, which is
why she is draped in a stunning red
hibiscus garland on the day of Puja.
Kali comes from the Sanskrit word 'Kal'
which means "dark, time, and death."
The universe is represented by Kali,
which means that the good and the
terrible, the positive and the negative,
all coexist. Goddess Kali's idol represents
the same thing. Goddess Kali is Maa
Durga's invincible incarnation, depicting a
woman in her rudra avtar with four
hands, dark skin, and a mund mala of
beheaded demons. She wears Kharga, a
sword, and her long flowing hair
symbolises a woman's incessant power.-Shidhanta Kumar Das



Goddess Kali's right hands portray the Abhaya Mudra, which is said to preserve the
universe, while the left hand is Varada Mudra, which represents her motherly affection
towards her devotees. As Kali is also the goddess of Preservation, she is worshiped as
the preserver of nature.
Goddess Kali's fierce tandav, according to Hindu legend, proclaimed her victory over
demons, causing the earth to tremble. When Lord Shiva observed her approaching the
point of destroying the earth, he laid down in front of her to stop the tandav and calm
her down, which is why her tongue protruded when she stepped on his chest by
accident.

Legend of Kali Puja

-Shidhanta Kumar Das



The festival of Kali Puja is not an ancient one. Kali
Puja was practically unknown before the 16th
century; famous sage Krisnananda Agambagish
first initiated Kali puja, also a late 17th- century
devotional t ext Kalika mangalkavya mentions an
annual festival dedicated to Kali. In Bengal during
the 18th century, King (Raja) Krishnachandra of
Krishnanagar, Nadia, West Bengal also made this
puja wide spread. Kali Puja gained popularity in the
19th century, when kali saint Shri Ramkrishna
became popular among the Bengalis ; wealthy
landowners began patronizing the festival on a
grand scale. Along with Durga Puja, Kali Puja is the
biggest festival in Tamluk, Barasat, Naihati and
Barrackpore.

- Sayak Das



• A brisk five-minute walk from the Naihati railway
station is the abode of one of the most opulent idols of
goddess Kali anywhere in West Bengal. Standing at a
height of 22 feet and venerated for the last 94 years,
Naihati’s most famous manifestation of Kali is
unanimously hailed by locals as Boro Maa.
• Built over 15 days (with the foundation of the idol being
laid on Lakshmi Puja) and decked in 12 kilograms of gold
and 200 kilograms of silver, Boro Maa draws thousands of
devotees each year, with pre-pandemic numbers surging
close to 60,000 on the days of Kali Puja and Diwali.
• About a century ago, a young man named Bhavesh
Chakraborty went to experience Bhanga Rash at
Nabadwip accompanied by four friends. The incredible
heights of the idols in Nabadwip made for a spectacle none
of them could forget. After returning to Naihati,
Chakraborty had a dream where Kali, at the time a small
deity of the family, instructed him to mould her into a
gigantic idol, similar to the ones in nawadip.



For five days each year, Boro Maa, whose lotus eyes exude a sense of controlled rage,
is decorated in grand fashion and worshipped in adherence t o the traditions first
established by Bhavesh Chakraborty. In keeping with Chakraborty’s wishes, no
money is collected from locals t o organise the Puja. Whatever sum devotees
contribute voluntarily is what the Puja Samiti works with.
Around 4 , 0 0 0 people are fed as part of the Puja annually, with a group of 15 t o 2 0
cooks preparing all the meals. The bhog th a t is offered t o Boro Maa herself always
comes from the family of Bhavesh Chakraborty.

- Sayak Das



A t a distance of 9 km from Kolkata Railway Station,
Dakshineswar Kali Temple is a famous Hindu temple
located in Dakshineswar locality of Kolkata, West
Bengal. Situated on the eastern bank of Hooghly
River, i t is one of the largest temples in Kolkata.
Dedicated goddess Kali, the temple was built in 1855
CE by Rani Rashmoni, a Philanthropist and a devotee
of Kali. According to history, Dakshineswar was a mere
village nestled along the eastern bank of the River
Ganges in the early phase of the 1800s. I t is said tha t
Rani Rashmoni of Janbazar, while on her pilgrimage to
Varanasi, had a dream, where she was instructed to
build a Kali temple. She was intensely moved by the
dream and to materialize i t , she instructed her
people to search for suitable plots t o erect the Kali
Temple. After a long hunt for land, eventually, a 20-
acre plot was selected in the village

Dakshineswar. The construction of Dakshineswar temple was initiated in 1847 and i t
was completed in 1855 . The temple is famous for its association with Ramakrishna
Paramhansa, a mystic of 19th century Bengal.

- Sayak Das



োলীঘাট িন্দিরটট হল ৫১ টট িন্দি পীঠস্থান এর িকযয এেটট,

য খাকন সতীর পাক়ের ডান আঙু্গল পাও়ো বগ্ক়েবেল।এটট

হুগ্বল নদীর তীকর অিবস্থত,২০০ িেকরর পুকরাকনা এেটট

িন্দির, য খাকন োলীর অর্চনা েরা হ়ে। েবিত আকে,এে

পুকরাবহত  খন হুগ্বল নদীর তীকর িকস সাযনা েরবেকলন ,

তখন নদীর বদকে যিকে এে আকলা যদকখ বতবন আেৃষ্ট হন।

তারপর বতবন োকে বগ্ক়ে যদখকতই আঙুকলর আোকরর

এেটট পাির খুুঁকজ পান এিং তুকল বনক়ে একস পজূা অর্চনা

শুরু েকরন। িতচিাকন িন্দিরটট ৬ টট ভাকগ্ বিভি,

রাযােৃষ্ণতলা , েুন্ঠপুেুর, ষষ্ঠী তলা, নাটিন্দির,

যজাড়িাংলা,হারোঠতলা । প্রবতিা টট যোটষ্ঠ পািকরর ততবর,

যসানার ও রুপার োজ েরা । প্রা়ে ৪০ িের পর ,২০১৬ সাকল

িাক়ের ন্দজভটট পাল্টাকনা হ়ে। িতচিাকন ন্দজভটট -
২kgযসানা,৫৭৮gm রুপার ততবর, িাক়ের খড়গ্টট িদকল

যসানার খড়গ্ ততবর েরা হক়েকে। যলােিকুখ যিানা  া়ে আকগ্

বন়েবিত িবলদান েরা হত িাক়ের র্রকে , তকি এখন বিকিষ

অনুষ্ঠাকন িবলদান েরা হত। প্রবতবদন িন্দিরটটকত িতাবযে

পূেযািী আকসন িাক়ের র্রকে। িন্দির টট খুি জাগ্রত, যলাে
িুকখ যিানা  া়ে িা োউকে খাবল হাকত বিবরক়ে যদন না।

- Shampa Halder



যিলুড়িঠ হকলা রািেৃষ্ণ পরিহংকসর প্রযান বিষয

স্বািী বিকিোনি েতৃচে প্রবতটষ্ঠত রািেৃষ্ণ িঠ ও

বিিকনর প্রযান ো চাল়ে।ভারকতর পন্দিিিঙ্গ

রাকজযর হাওড়া যজলার যিলুড়িঠ অঞ্চকল হুগ্বল

নদীর পন্দিিপাকড় অিবস্থত যিলুড়িঠ েলোতা

সবিবহত অঞ্চকলর অনযতি দ্রষ্টিযস্থল। এই িন্দিরটট

বহিু ইসলাবি যিৌদ্ধ ও বিস্টান স্থাপতকিযর বিশ্রকে

বনবি চত এেটট গুরুত্বপূে চ স্থাপতয বনদি চন।স্বািী

বিকিোনকির পূি চপবরেল্পনা অনুসাকর িন্দিকরর

নেিা বনি চাে েকরবেকলন রািেৃষ্ণ পরিহংকসর

অপর সাক্ষাৎ বিষয স্বািী বিজ্ঞানানি ।যিলুড়িঠ

ভারকতর এেটট প্রযান প চটন আেষ চে এিং ভিকদর

বনেট এেটট পবিত্র তীি চ।

- Tiyasa Naskar





Kali puja at Contai Naihati boro maa Hajar-haat kali, Howrah

Kali puja at Digha Kalighat sosan kali Dakat kali, Chetla



Some classic bhog items that are
offered to Kali Maa are Khichuri bhog,
Niramish Mangsho ( mutton without
onion and garlic), Fish Curry, Payesh,
Basanti Pulao, Bhapa Doi and Bhaja
(fr it ters) . Kali Maa is probably the
only Indian Goddess to whom a mix of
veg and non-veg food items are
offered. A special dish called ‘Choddo
Shaak’ which is made using fourteen
different types of green vegetables is
also a special item prepared for Kali
Puja.

The dual nature of Kali – one is the tantric Kali, who is linked with ferocity and
violence, and the more sanitised, Brahminized mother goddess, who supposedly
regrets stomping on her husband Shiva, inspired two types of ritual offerings. On
the one side, there are fruits and sweets, and on the other, there is sacrificial meat .

-Shidhanta Kumar Das



Diwali (Deepavali or Deepawali or Dipawali) is one of the

India's biggest festivals. Diwali means rows of lighted

lamps. Diwali is an important religious festival

originating in India. People often think of Diwali as a

Hindu festival, but it is also celebrated by Sikhs and

Jains. In India, Diwali is now considered to be more of a

national festival, and is enjoyed by most Indians

regardless of faith. Diwali is an official holiday in India,

Nepal, Sri Lanka, Singapore. Diwali takes place annually

and lasts for five days, marking the start of the Hindu

New Year. The exact dates change each year and are

determined by the position of the moon – but it usually

falls between October and November. For many people,

Diwali honours the Hindu goddess of wealth, Lakshmi.

The lights and lamps are said to help Lakshmi find her

way into peoples’ homes, bringing prosperity in the year

to come! Hindus light up their homes and shops, to

welcome Goddess
- Shampa Halder



According to Hindu mythology, the Prince of

Ayodhya, Lord Rama, returned home with his wife

Mata Sita and brother Lakshmana on the auspicious

occasion of Diwali. They came back to Ayodhya after

spending 14 years in exile and defeating the King of

Lanka, Ravana. People of Ayodhya had celebrated

their return with great enthusiasm by lighting rows

of lamps and diyas. The tradition has continued till

date and is celebrated as the festival of Diwali.

Diwali is the festival of lights which signifies the

victory of good over evil and the eradication of dark

shadows, negativity, and doubts from our lives. It is a

celebration of prosperity in which people give gifts to

their loved ones. The festival also sends the message of

illuminating our inner selves with clarity and

positivity. - Sayak Das



Fireworks are a class of low
explosive pyrotechnic devices used for aesthetic and
entertainment purposes. The most common use of a
firework is as part of a fireworks display (also called a
fireworks show or pyrotechnics), a display of the
effects produced by firework devices.
Fireworks take many forms to produce the four primary
effects: noise, light, smoke, as well as floating
materials (confetti most notably). They may be
designed to burn with coloured flames and sparks
including red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple and
silver. Displays are common throughout the world and
are the focal point of many cultural and
religious celebrations.
The earliest fireworks came from China during the Song
dynasty (960–1279).

- Sharadsree Banerjee



- Sharadsree Banerjee





- Sharadsree Banerjee





Air Pollution:
A heavy smog hangs low in the air of

Diwali night and a few days after that

resulting in the increased levels of

sulphur nitrate, magnesium, nitrogen

dioxide which are injurious to our

respiratory passages.

Noise Pollution:
Bombs lead to noise pollution and

prolonged exposure to such loud noises

can lead to permanent damage to

eardrums.



Garbage:
Approximately 4000 additional metric

tonnes of garbage are released in Delhi

alone, and twice the amount in

Mumbai. It comprises of chemicals like

phosphorous, sulphur and potassium

chlorate that are harmful for the

environment.

Water Pollution:
The runoff from fireworks that mix with

groundwater form harmful and toxic

chemicals which when consumed by

humans and animals can cause serious

health issues. Polluted water also

causes long-term damage to the

ecosystem.

- Tiyasa Naskar





The High Court of West Bengal has issued an order regarding the banning
of the firecrackers during this festive season.This decision was taken in
order to reduce the air pollution during this covid-19 pandemic which
may also have severe effects on the covid patients .Moreover every year
during this time, the burning of firecrackers increases the rate of air
pollution in our country significantly. Previously we have witnessed the
formation of a blanket of smog over metropolitan cities like Delhi,which is
alarming.
The Supreme Court of India has set aside a blanket ban on firecrackers
imposed by the Calcutta High Court in West Bengal. Certified green
crackers can be sold and burst in areas where air quality is "good" or
"moderate", the bench ruled.
An order in this regard was passed by a vacation bench of the Apex court
comprising Justices AM Khanwilkar and Ajay Rastogi. The bench was
hearing two petitions challenging the Calcutta HC's blanket ban on
firecrackers, including green crackers. The petitions were filed by
firecracker dealers.



The two-judge bench stated that the Apex court's order dated
October 29 , 2021, was clear. Authorities concerned informed the
court that they would abide by the regime laid down in that
order.
In addition, the Supreme Court has allowed both petitioners and
the state of West Bengal to submit data regarding their
arguments.
The West Bengal government has also been instructed to ensure that
there is no import of banned firecrackers or related items into the
state .
Stating that only wax or oil-based diyas may be used for the
occasions, the high court's order had said, "The state should ensure
that there is no use or display or bursting of firecrackers of any type
at all during Kali Puja, Diwali celebrations as well as Chhath Puja,
Jagadhatri Puja, Guru Nanak's birthday and Christmas and New Year's
Eve celebrations this year."

- Sharadsree Banerjee





1. Organise and Celebrate in

Community/Society : Community

celebrations give more pleasure than individual

celebrations. Gated communities in the city

should come forward t o enjoy the festival

without causing damage t o the environment.

I t does not cost t he society much t o organise

this celebration.

2. Limit Your Celebration : Fix the t ime of

Celebration say from10 PM till midnight. Care

for new born babies, toddlers and senior

citizens. They are a t high risk of health

hazards linked t o excessive noise and air

pollution.

3. Eco-Friendly Decorations : Use organic colours

and real flowers and leaves for Rangoli

instead of plastic flowers. Decorate home

with some bright and colourful duppattas

and sarees instead of plastic ribbon.

- Neha Ansari



- Sharadsree Banerjee





- Green Crackers are formulated by CSIR-NEERI

that has no barium nitrate which is one of the key

ingredients of traditional firecrackers.

- Names of these crackers are: "safe water releaser

(SWAS)", "safe minimal aluminium (SAFAL)" and

"safe thermite cracker (STAR)".

- These crackers will release water vapour or air as a

dust suppressant and diluent for gaseous emissions.

- These products can only be manufactured by those

who have signed a non-disclosure agreement (NDA)

with CSIR-NEERI.

- Only those green crackers will be sold that consist

of a unique logo on the box, and also have a QR code

with production and emission details.



About SWAS and STAR

- The reduce particulate matter including sulphur

dioxide and nitrogen oxide by at least 30 percent

and also eliminate the use of potassium nitrate and

sulphur.

The two types have matching sound intensity with

commercial crackers, that is, in the range of 105-

110 dB.

About SAFAL

- Minimum use of aluminium that results in at least

35 percent reduction in a particulate matter as

compared to commercial crackers.

- Its sound intensity matches with commercial

crackers in the 110-115 dB range.

- Sharadsree Banerjee




